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OPTIMIZATION DESIGN OF HIGH VOLTAGE SUBSTATION GROUND GRID
BY USING PSO & HS ALGORITHMS
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Abstract: this paper presents methods for optimization of substation ground grid. the parameters, rules & restrictions for design of
substation ground grid according to IEEE80 standards described, authors write a program in MTLAB to design the substation ground grid
according to standard and develop this program by adding a cost objective function to minimize and customize design. Two optimization
algorithms described and used for this purpose, particle swarm optimization (PSO) and harmony search algorithm (HS).A real example
used to compare the effect of using these algorithms.
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ABBREVIATIONS
In table.1 all abbreviations that are used in this article are clarified.
TABLE 1.
ABBREVIATIONS
Symbol

Description

Symbol

Description

ρ

Soil resistivity, Ω·m

Lc

Total length of grid conductor, m

LM

Effective length of Lc + LR for mesh voltage,m

ρs

Surface layer resistivity, Ω·m

A

Symmetrical fault current in substation
for conductor sizing, A
Total area enclosed by ground grid, m2

CS

Surface layer derating factor

LS

d

Diameter of grid conductor, m

LT

D

Spacing between parallel conductors, m

Lx

Df

Decrement factor for determining IG

Ly

3I0

LR

Total length of ground rods, m

Lr

Length of ground rod at each location, m
Effective length of Lc + LR for step
voltage, m
Total effective length of grounding system
conductor, including grid and
ground rods, m
Maximum length of grid conductor in x direction,
m
Maximum length of grid conductors in
y direction, m
Geometric factor composed of factors na, nb, nc,
and nd

h

Maximum distance between any two
points on the grid, m
Mesh voltage at the center of the corner
mesh for the simplified method, V
Step voltage between a point above the
outer corner of the grid and a point 1 m
diagonally outside the grid for the
simplified method, V
Tolerable step voltage for human with 50
kg body weight, V
Tolerable step voltage for human with 70
kg body weight, V
Tolerable touch voltage for human with
50 kg body weight, V
Tolerable touch voltage for human with
70 kg body weight, V
Depth of ground grid conductors, m

CO1

hs

Surface layer thickness, m

CO2

Dm
Em
Es
Este
p50

Este
p70

Etou
ch50

Etou
ch50

IG
Ig
K

Maximum grid current that flows
between ground grid and surrounding
earth (including dc offset), A
Symmetrical grid current, A
Reflection factor between different

n
nR

Number of rods placed in area A

Rg

Resistance of grounding system, Ω

Sf
tc
tf
ts

Fault current division factor (split factor)
Duration of fault current for sizing ground
conductor, s
Duration of fault current for determining
decrement factor, s
Duration of shock for determining
allowable body current, s
Cost of one meter of conductor ($/m.mm2)
Cost of burring in depth one meter of conductor in
($/m.m)

CO3

Cost of weld for one junction ($)

CO4
Kii

Cost of each rod ($)
Corrective weighting factor that adjusts for the
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resistivities
Kh
Ki

Corrective weighting factor that
emphasizes the effects of grid depth,
simplified method
Correction factor for grid geometry,
simplified method
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effects of inner conductors on the corner mesh,
simplified method
Km

Spacing factor for mesh voltage, simplified
method

Ks

Spacing factor for step voltage, simplified method

2- Re calculate and re design this system according
to IEEE80 standard.
3- Program a MTLAB code to calculate grounding
grid of substation by variable space technique.
4- Define an objective cost function to be optimized
5- Describe the PSO algorithm and flowchart and
program a MATLAB code to optimize objective
cost function.
6- Describe the HS algorithm and flowchart and
program a MATLAB code to optimize objective
cost function.
7- Compare the results of each step with main
substation and select the best method.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many researchers are used different search algorithms and
technical software for solving power system problems [19]. The ground system is one of main parts of power
electric systems. Power networks designers follow two
main idea in their designing, first continuity in power
electricity flows to consumers and second make a safe
zone for consumers and staffs from power plants to the
last point of power network in using electricity. One of
items that helps designer to achieve this goals is proper
design of earthing and grounding grid systems. In
generally design of erthing systems follow safety for
people and safety for equipment.
Role of earthing system in working electrical equipment
is very important. The earthing system makes a condition
that when a fault or short circuit occurred, the fault
current leaded to ground and the equipment remain safe.
A Substation is one of main parts of power network and
also ground grid is one of main part of substations too. So
the design of substation ground grid is very important. For
designing earthing systems, IEEE published IEEE80
standard [10]. Nowadays it is main reference of this
designing. In this standard all descriptions and general
methods of earthing design is described that in this paper
some of them is mentioned too.
Various papers are written in case of earthing or ground
grid of substations. In some papers effect of two or more
layers of soil is studied [11-14]. In some other papers the
effect of some parameters in improvement of grounding
system specification are studied for example the effect of
number of rods [15-16]. In the pass of time in studies and
papers noticed to optimization of earthing systems in
several ways. Variable space technique was a good
method to design grounding grid systems of substations
[17-19] that we will consider it too. This techniques
generally are based on trial and error methods. After a
while in last decade of 20 century new smart optimization
and heuristic methods were studied and used for erthing
system design like genetic algorithm [20-22] particle
swarm optimization [23-28] and other optimization
methods [29-31]. In this paper try to introduce another
heuristic method as Harmony search algorithm and
compare its ability with PSO and space variable
techniques.
In design of substations minimizing the cost is very
important so in this paper an objective cost function will
be defined and will be optimized.
The steps and procedures that will be followed in this
paper is as below:
1- Define a real constructed ground grid of a big
substation

2. CONVENTIONAL OPTIMIZATION METHOD
2.1. Variable Space Technique
Design of grounding grid system of power substation is
described here, the sequence of design stage is according
to IEEE80 standard, so the parameters are identified table
1, variable space technique is a trial and error procedure,
and this procedure could be divided in 12 stages:
- Stage 1: The property map and general location plan of
the substation and area to be grounded, soil resistivity
should be specified.
- Stage 2: Size the earthing grid conductor. The fault
current 3I0 should be the maximum expected future fault
current that will be conducted by any conductor in the
grounding system, and the time, tc, should reflect the
maximum possible clearing time (including backup).
I 3
I f  3I 0  3
(1)
x0
2
x1

10000tc  ar   r
(2)
Tm( mesh)  Ta
TCAP  Ln (1 
)
Ta  K 0
- Stage 3: The tolerable touch and step voltages should be
determined.
0.157
Etouch70  (1000  1.5Cs  s )
(3)
ts
Amin  0.5 I f 

Estep 70  (1000  6Cs  s )
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- Stage 8: The calculation of the mesh and step voltages
for the grid as designed can be done by the approximate
analysis techniques:
 .K s K i I G
(20)
Es 
Ls
 .K m K i I G
(21)
E Mesh 
LM
(22)
K i  0.644  0.148n


(5)

2 hs  0.09

- Stage 4: The preliminary estimation will be done and
the conductor loop, number of rods and locations, initial
estimates of conductor spacing based on the current IG
will be specified.
- Stage 5: Calculation of the preliminary resistance of the
grounding system in uniform soil:
2
R1R2  Rm
Rg 
(6)
R1  R2  2 Rm

   2 LC
R1 
ln 
 .LC   a '


 k1Lc
 K2 

A



2 K I Lr
  4 Lr 

R2 
ln 
 1

2nr  .Lr   b 
A
Rm 

  2 LC
ln 
 .LC   Lr




nr  1


 k1Lc
 K 2  1

A



2

 (8)


Kii 

(9)

 
a
k 2  0.15    5.5
b
na 
nb 

2.LC
LP

(10)
(11)
(12)

LP

(13)

4 A

0.7 A

 Lx L y  Lx Ly
nc  

 A 
nd 

Dm
2
2
Lx  L y

n  na nb nc nd

- Stage 6: Determines the current IG:
I G  I f .S f . D f . C p

(14)

 1

1
1 


ln  1 

20 A 
h 20 A 
L
 T




1
2
 2n  n

(25)

Kh  1  h

(26)

3. A REAL SAMPLE
3.1. Description
Steel factories are one of the main power network
consumers. All times steel factories have a main
substation. For this article a 400/34.5KV substation in a
steel factory in Iran is selected. This substation is
designed and constructed.
The main parameters of grounding grid system of this
substation is specified in table 2. and table 3.

(15)
(16)

(17)

- Stage 7: Check the GPR. If the GPR of the preliminary
design is below the tolerable touch voltage, no further
analysis is required.
(18)
GPR  R g .I G
Rg   

1

- Stage 9: Control the mesh voltage and tolerable touch
voltage. There will be two situation, if the computed mesh
voltage is lower than the tolerable touch voltage, the
design may be complete. But if the computed mesh
voltage is higher than the tolerable touch voltage, the
design should be revised.
-Stage 10: If the touch and step voltages are lower than
tolerable voltages, the design is completed. If not, the
preliminary design should be revised.
-Stage 11: If either the step or touch voltage are higher
than tolerable voltage then the grid design should be
revised by Smaller conductor spacings, larger conductor
size, additional ground rods, etc.
- Stage 12: Add further rods or earthing near electrical
equipment according to their criteria if all other
requirements are satisfied.
All 12 above stages are shown in fig.1

Where:

a
k1  0.04    1.41
b



1
1
1
n2 
(23)
1  0.5




  2h D  h D



Lr


  L (24)
LM  Lc  1.55  1.22

 L2  L2  R

 x y 

Ks 

(7)
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3.2. Redesign Ground Grid of Sample with Variable
Space Technique
In this part by using the flow diagram and 12 described
stages, a program is written in MATLB, by running this
program the output of ground grid substation are
recalculated and compared with constructed ground grid.
The important parameters of result are listed in the table

(19)
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4.
As cleared in this table with this technique size of grid
conductor, number of conductor in each side and also
length of total conductor is decreased, so it will be an
economized design.

TABLE 4.
COMPARE NEW CALCULATION RESULT WITH
CONSTUCTED
New calculation
Symbol
Constructed
result-variable space
technique
Size of grid conductor
120mm2
95mm2
D
12m
14m
na
20
17
nb
14
12
Lconductor
6272m
5354m
Es
503V
510V
Em
855V
974V
Estep70
3026V
3315V
Etouch70
908V
995V

4. META HEURISTIC OPTIMIZATION METHOD
In this part try to optimize an object function with Meta
heuristic algorithms like PSO & HS.
4.1. Objective Function
It is possible to select many objective functions to be
optimized, but in grounding system cost of grounding
systems is very important for clients and they tend to pay
the minimum money. So according to this criteria an
objective cost function is defined and the goal is minimize
this function.
Cost of grounding grid system could be divided to four
main parts:
1- Cost of grounding grid conductor, it is related to
size and length of used conductor.
2- Cost of burring the conductor, it is related to depth
of burring conductor, length of conductor or length
of burring path.
3- Cost of weld in crossover of earth conductors, the
cost of weld is related to number of conductors in
each sides.
4- Cost of Rods, it is related to number and
specification of Rods.
According to these the objective function is defined:

Figure. 1. Algorithm for designing substation ground grid
according to IEEE 80.
TABLE 2.
INPUT DATA OF STUDIED SAMPLE
Symbol
Description/Value
Name of Substation
PASARGAD steel
Location
Iran
Voltage Level
400/34.5 kV
Used Conductor Name
stranded annealed soft copper
Lx
228 m
Ly
154 m
Ρ
60 Ω·m
Ρs
3000 Ω·m
3I0
50KA
ts
0.5s
h
0.5 m
hs
0.15m
Lr
3m
nR
30
TABLE 3.

OBJ . COST . FUNC  CO1. A c .( N x .L y  N y .L x ) 
CO 2.h.( N x .L y  N y .L x )  CO 3. N x . N y  CO 4. N r

4.2. PSO Algorithm
The PSO algorithm (Particle Swarm Optimization) was
developed as optimization algorithm in the year 1995 by
Kennedy and Eberhart. It gets its characteristics from
nature such as bird or fish schooling.
Particle swarm optimization is similar but much
simpler than known genetic algorithm. It is very useful
and it has good answer contiguity.
This algorithm searches the space of an objective
function by adjusting the trajectories of individual agents,
called particles, as these trajectories form piecewise paths
in a quasi-stochastic manner. [32] Each particle is
attracted toward the position of the current global best g*
and its own best location x in history, while at the same
time it has a tendency to move randomly.

CONSTRUCTED STUDIED SAMPLE

Symbol
Size of grid conductor
D
na
nb
Lconductor
Es
Em
Estep70
Etouch70

(27)

Description/Value
120mm2
12m
20
14
6272m
503V
855V
3026V
908V
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When a particle finds a location that is better than any
previously found locations, then it updates it as the new
current best for particle i. There is a current best for all n
particles at any time t during iterations. The aim is to find
the global best among all the current best solutions.
The modification of the particle’s position can be
modeled as below:
k 1
k
k
k
vi
 w.vi   .r (...).( Pbesti  si )   .r (...).( gbesti  si ) (28)
Where:
    4 and P is related to best location of each
particle and g is related to global best location.
wmax  wmin
w  wmax 
.iter
(29)
itermax
Velocity according to Pbest and gbest can be
calculated. Current position can be obtained:
k 1
k
k 1
 si  vi
si
(30)
The use of this algorithm for minimize objective
function is shown in fig. 2.
4.3. HS Algorithm
Harmony search algorithm, developed by Z. W. Geem
et al. in 2001. This algorithm generated by pitch
adjustment, randomization.
Harmony search can be explained in more detail with
the aid of the discussion of the improvisation process by a
musician. When a musician is improvising, he or she has
three possible choices:
1- Play any famous piece of music (a series of pitches
in harmony) exactly from his or her memory;
2- Play something similar to a known piece (this is
equivalent to adjusting the pitch slightly);
3- Compose new or random notes.
It could be an idea for making an algorithm (HS). In
searching for best answer of objective function 3 positions
may be occurred, the answer is good and it is best answer,
the answer isn’t the best answer and there should be a
random change in some inputs and generate new answer
or the answer isn’t the best answer and there will be a
total random change in and inputs and generate new
answer.
HS algorithm includes a number of optimization
parameters, such as the harmony memory (HM), the
harmony memory size (HMS), the harmony memory
considering rate (HMCR), and the pitch adjusting rate
(PAR).
The stages in the procedure of harmony search are as
follows:
-Stage1: Initialize the problem and algorithm parameters.
-Stage2: Initialize the harmony memory (HM).
-Stage3: Improvise a new harmony from the HM.
-Stage4: Update the HM. If the New Harmony is better,
include it in harmony memory.
-Stage5: Repeat Stages 3 and 4 until the termination
criterion is satisfied.
The use of this algorithm for minimize objective
function is shown in fig. 3.

Figure 2. PSO algorithm for objective function.

5. OPTIMIZATION RESULT
In this part the results of optimization for sample project
and objective function will be shown.
Two other programs in MATLAB software are written
according to mentioned PSO and HS algorithms. Input
data of studied sample are mentioned In table 5 and the
result of calculations and output of program are shown in
Sept-Oct
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3 m length are used and the diameter of rods doesn’t have
more effect on the results.
For PSO optimization population size is defined 10 and
maximum iteration is defined 1000 iterations.
The PSO algorithm is very fast and has good
convergence to the answer.

table 6. and table 7. according to PSO and HS algorithms.
Also the result are calculated according to variable space
technique and mentioned in table 8.
Total price and other parameters of constructed ground
grid of substation are calculated and shown in table 9.

TABLE 5.
INPUT DATA OF STUDIED SAMPLE
Symbol
Name of Substation
Location
Voltage Level
Used Conductor Name
Lx
Ly
ρ
Ρs
3I0
ts
hs
Lr
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Description/Value
PASARGAD steel
Iran
400/34.5 kV
stranded annealed soft copper
228 m
154 m
60 Ω·m
3000 Ω·m
50KA
0.5s
0.15m
3m
0.1$/(m.mm2)
6$/(m.m)
3$
40$

TABLE 6.
CALCULATION RESULT (CALCULATING BY PSO
ALGORITHM)
Symbol
Size of grid conductor
h
D
na
nb
nr
Lconductor
Es
Em
Estep70
Etouch70
Total price

New calculation result-PSO
Algorithm
95mm2
0.28m
13m
19
13
13
5890m
830V
990V
3315V
995V
67111$

TABLE 7.
CALCULATION RESULT (CALCULATING BY HS
ALGORITHM)
Symbol
Size of grid conductor
h
D
na
nb
nr
Lconductor
Es
Em
Estep70
Etouch70
Total price

Figure 3. HS algorithm for objective function.

According to these calculation and above tables it is
cleared that use of PSO or HS algorithm help the designer
to find an optimum cost for design of ground grid of this
substation.
In table 5 input data of calculation and optimization is
defined. For this calculation length and diameter or rods
are constant and in the optimization there are not any
change in the length or diameter of rods. It is true
approximately, because generally in substations rods with

New calculation resultPSO Algorithm
95mm2
0.65m
14m
17
12
27
5354m
407V
953V
3315V
995V
73435$

In table 6 result of using PSO algorithm is shown.
According to this result and compare with main result of
constructed substation (table 8) by this new calculation
designer could achieve to %31 cost saving in grounding
grid system.
Sept-Oct
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Using faster and more accurate algorithms may be
suitable in continuing this way.

TABLE 8.
CALCULATION RESULT (CALCULATING BY VARIABLE
SPACE TECHNIQUE.)
Symbol
Size of grid conductor
h
D
na
nb
nr
Lconductor
Es
Em
Estep70
Etouch70
Total price

4017

New calculation result-PSO
Algorithm
95mm2
0.5
14m
17
12
30
5357m
510V
974V
3315V
995V
68730$

TABLE 9.
CALCULATION RESULT OF CONSTRUCTED GRID
Symbol
Size of grid conductor
h
D
na
nb
nr
Lconductor
Es
Em
Estep70
Etouch70
Total price

Running PSO algorithm and program could give the
similar result and it is one positive point of using this
algorithm for this problem.
In table. 7 result of using HS algorithm is shown. For
HS algorithm HS-size (Length of solution vector) was 10,
maximum attempt was 10000, HM Accepting Rate was
0.95 and Pitch Adjusting rate selected as 0.4. Using of HS
algorithm has %24 cost saving in grounding grid system
but in compare with PSO some items should be
mentioned.
1- Running PSO algorithm is faster than HS
algorithm.
2- PSO algorithm has better convergence in answer
for this problem. Running several times of two
program has different but acceptable answer for
HS algorithm but PSO algorithm for this problem
generally converge to a specific answer.
3- HS algorithm is a random algorithm and the effect
of history in final answer isn’t very much. But in
PSO algorithm history term has a good effect to
converge to final answer.
4- HS algorithm is suitable for continuous area. In
discrete problems like this problem the effect of
random working of algorithm is visible. This
problem via the step size of cables needs suitable
algorithm for discrete area.
5- HS algorithm is simple to program.
6- Both PSO and HS algorithms had good effect in
optimizing this problem. The accuracy and
reliability of the proposed approach have been
validated using several test systems.
In Table 8 & 9, table 3 is repeated and also the total
price is calculated, in designing grounding grid use of
variable space technique is suitable, But using meta
heuristic optimization methods has better effect in
optimization.

New calculation resultPSO Algorithm
120mm2
0.5
14m
20
14
30
6272m
503V
855V
3026V
908V
96120$
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